One-Minute
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Blanchard claims they violated the sales agreement by copying and using client lists. He also claims his ex-partners are tapping into Golf University business for their own Golf Academy clientele at Carlsbad’s Aviara Resort. Blanchard is best known as co-author of “The One-Minute Manager,” a motivational treatise selling 3 million copies in the U.S. For his golf students, Blanchard advocates techniques similar to those detailed in his book: goal setting, praising and reprimanding.
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The finest courses fly
Mar-King Flags!

Shouldn’t You?

And rightfully so. It’s because of our higher quality flags at competitive prices!

The fabric is polyester and combed cotton and the edges are bound with nylon, not hemmed. And to go one step further, the corners are dipped in a special stiffening solution to prevent fraying.

Any club logo can be precisely reproduced in one to four colors and all are machine washable and will not shrink. So fly your colors high with Mar-King Flags!

Mar-King

REGAL CHEMICAL CO.
P.O. Box 903
Alpharetta, GA 30009
304/475-4837
800/621-5208

CIRCLE 131

A manager’s accessibility checklist

The Club Managers Association of America compiled the following list of suggestions on how its members can modify structures and services for maximum accessibility. While clubs are not required to provide assistance in the way of personal needs (eating, dressing, using the restroom), the CMAA has encouraged members to exceed the letter of the law.

Outdoor Facilities
- Parking — Provide a drop-off zone in front of the entrance and designate “handicapped parking only” spaces near every exit.
- Paths — Provide smooth paths for wheelchairs and staff to push members in wheelchairs.
- Ramps — Provide ramps cut into curbs and steps.
- Golf — As a special service, clubs could provide golf carts and wheelchairs specially designed for disabled players (contact Retec USA Inc. for more information: 716-662-6815).
- Events — Provide seating with easy access for disabled persons.

Indoor Facilities
- Doorways — Make sure doorways are at least 32 inches wide in order to allow wheelchairs to pass, and check to see that doors open easily.
- Stairways — Install ramps and elevators whenever possible.
- Carpeting — Install smooth, short-cut carpeting instead of plush for better wheelchair mobility.
- Equipment — Make sure public telephones are low enough to be used by a person in a wheelchair; consider installing phones usable by the speech or hearing impaired.
- Counters — Reception desks should be low enough for a wheelchair-bound person.
- Safety — Provide flash lighting.

Dining
- Seating — Make sure the space between tables is at least 36 inches.
- Menus — The wait staff should be prepared to read a menu to the blind, and provide pad and pen for the speech- or hearing-impaired.
- Eating — Kitchen staff should be prepared to cut food into smaller pieces for patrons with motor difficulties; if requested, servers should be prepared to remove straw covers, open sugar packages and provide other incidental assistance.

Restrooms
- Doorways — Make sure doorways are at least 32 inches wide.
- Stalls — Provide five feet in circular spaces and three feet in T-shaped space for proper wheelchair movement.
- Grab bars — Provide grab bars on both sides of the toilet.
- Sink — Provide 30 inches of open space for wheelchair access.
- Towels — Provide towel dispensers that are no more than 48 inches from the floor.
- Mirrors — Install full-length mirrors.